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GENERAL UPDATES

It was Estelle's 31st birthday
the
21st
of
April!
We
celebrated it on Lesvos with
a great bike ride and a
dinner
with
all
the
volunteers!

Volunteer assembly
We organized a meeting with
the volunteers from all the
different locations. We talked
about women involvement in
the project and pushbacks. It
was great to bring everybody
together
and
strengthen
bonds between the different
locations!
Rotterdam marathon
Nina and Estelle went on a
trip to France and the
Netherlands, to visit each
others parents and to run the
Rotterdam Marathon, fully
sponsored by HOKA! It was a
great experience and we are
very thankful that HOKA
gave us this opportunity.
Hopefully next year we will
be back with a big team from
Yoga and Sport!

Nassim and Aref ran a half
marathon in Hamburg!

Fundraising
In April we organized 2
fundraising days where we
approached
many
sport
clubs to support us. The
fundraising for our projects
is not very easy at the
moment and this limits us in
the activities we can do in
the projects in Greece. All
support is welcome!
Especially
supporting
our
teachers is super important
to us! You can support our
teachers with donating HERE

Changes in the team
Our volunteer coordinator
from Lesvos, Louise Holm,
stopped working with us
after more than 2 years. We
are extremely thankful for all
her work and hope to see her
soon again on Lesvos!

France project
Nina and Estelle went to
Paris where they, together
with Yadullah, met with
potential partners. Estelle
will move to France in June.
We will start with a teacher
team, teaching in external
spaces and outside.

LESVOS
Lesvos
Finally the cold winter gave way to good weather and high temperatures, and this has
been noticeable in the energy and atmosphere on the island. At the same time, the covid
restrictions have decreased, while more events are organised and street life is rising again.
During the las week of April, greeks have celebrated their Easter Ortodox holiday. Many
services and projects have been closed, but the gym was open!

In the project
Many of the teachers and students of the community received their documents and were
finally able to leave the island. We have had one farewell after another, which leaves us with a
bittersweet feeling: happy knowing that they will continue their way towards their goals
and dreams, but sad
since we don't know when we will
see each other again. We will miss them a lot. But some
new teachers have joined the community as well, like
Mohammad, Fatima and Ali!

April was also the month of Ramadan, which was
celebrated by many of our Muslim community members.
This always means that our numbers drop a little, and
that we have to adjust the trainings and training times.
We started two new activities; the cycling team and
karate for women.
Extra events:
The football tournament, organized by YSR and
Spanos took place: 8 different teams competed in a
month long tournament, and was won by our team
YSR 1.
We had our second bike riding gathering organised
together with Makerspace and Starfish. We went on a
40 km round trip, exploring the beauty of the island.
The volunteers organized a community trip to the
north of the island, with a hike in the nature, a visit to
Molyvos and a dive in the hot springs.
We participated in a running race from the Lesvos
runners in Agiassos.

Teachers
Left during April
Jawad
Said Habi
Aghil
Rajab
Arvin
Mohammad Ali
Fayaz
Ali R.
Daniel

Hiking in the mountains in Petra

Congratulations to our football teams!

Coordinators
Still in Lesvos
Mahmoud
Mustafa
Ali K.
Maria
Ali Bakhshi
Mohammad Q.
Mohammad

Toryalay
Miren

Volunteers
Madeleine
Marof
Pascal
Redine
Leonie
Naia

ATHENS

In Athens

Due to Ramadan and the departure of some of our long-term students, April
seemed very quiet. Additionally, Athens seemed emptier than usual due to the
Easter holidays.

In the project
We had many good moments with the team this
month, we surprised Shane with a birthday dinner,
had the volunteer assembly followed by a dinner
from Abdolla and went for Afghan food together
before visiting a Hip Hop 4 Hope event . With the
coordination team we did a team building evening
and also went to the Philantropical Gala Dinner for
the HOME Project.

Dinner cooked by Abdolla in the Volunteer
Assembly

Besides nice dinners, we also worked together a lot.
We had the fundraising days, made a group to
advance the teacher support and did a cleaning
and re-organisation day in the gym.
From the teacher support outreach we were able to
organise a monthly food-package donation for the
teachers from Christian Refugee Relief (CRR) and
Hope Café donated a big food package for every
teacher for the last teacher meeting. Furthermore,
we got a donation from Marleen, a volunteer from
MVI and now have dumbbells and various medical
bandages in the gym.
With the community, we did a teacher exchange
where the teachers taught during the times of
other classes. We also joined the race from the
Athenian Runners with a group of 17 people and
were able to organise a Krav Maga training for
women who did ESD in Athens.

Teachers
16 teachers in total. New:
Sara - Bodybuilding
Hareth - Volleyball
Abbas parkour teacher
instead of Mohammad.
Mahdi new football
teacher instead of Erfan.

Coordinators
Aref
Fatemeh
Claude

Philantropical Gala Dinner for the HOME
Project

Volunteers
In total 9:
Una,
Mirre,
Abdollah,
Giulietta, Declan, Shane,
Mercedes, Nasrolla. Kate

HSR IOANNINA

In Ioannina
Life in Ioannina remains the same, with not much
news to report. The number of refugees continues
to reduce across the board, with no indication of
when or if new people will arrive. This appears to
be the same across organisations in Northern
Greece.

In the project
We had our second Football4All event. Despite the
rain, many people came to the event and we had a
great time together. Instead of having a winning or
losing team, prizes were awarded to people for
showing
good
sportsmanship,
respect
and
inclusion.
We removed the windows from our gym, signifying
that summer is here! Thanks to the clever design
of the gym, we can enjoy better airflow without
letting the rain in.
Instead of a team trip this month, we had an Iftar
dinner, where everyone cooked something special
from their home country.
We said goodbye to our dear climbing teacher
Emal. We miss you so much, but you will always be
part of the team!
We also used Ramadan as a time to clean the
whole gym, and created a new storage system
together, making boxes and shelves out of old
pallets
and
other
offcuts
of
wood
from
Habibi.Works.

Boxing at the beach

Climbing competition

We welcomed a lot of new students to the classes, especially in football, volleyball and
women fitness.
We started to play basketball and have women fitness in the city! Now we offer one class
every day to the people who cannot access our activities in Katsikas.

Teachers
8 teachers in total.
New:
- Sina (Basketball)
- Noman (Volleyball)

Coordinators
Maeve
Marta
Fereshte

Volunteers
In total 5:
Ari
Sergio
David

Zainab
Yeganeh

THE PROJECTS IN NUMBERS
Lesvos:
Number of activities
Number of teachers
Total amount of participants in all the projects
Average amount of students per week

Division of students over the different projects:
Body building
14.6%

Volley
18%

12 (-5)
9 (-7)
1113(-355)
278 (-88)

Number of men/women/kids
in the projects:
Minors
27.4%

Yoga, acro, qi gong
6.7%

Climbing
12.9%
Football
38.6%

Men
63.2%

Women
9.4%

K1
6.9%

Athens:
Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Parkour
1.7%

16
17
1380(-339)
339 (-70)

Number of men/women/kids
in the projects:
Minors
28.6%

K1
5.1%
Women fitness
3.1%

Taekwando
8.7%

Body buildingg
63.3%

Boxing
2.9%

Men
57.1%
Women
14.3%

Habibi and Sport with Refugees Ioannina
Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Special Events
19.7%

Boxing
8.7%

Boxing women
1.6%

12 (-1)
8
634 (+147)
159 (+37)
Number of men/women in
the projects:
Minor women
12.4%

Climbing
11.1%

Yoga
0.9%

Fitness
7.7%
Volleyball
27.2%

Football
15%
Bodybuilding
4.9%

Minor men
12.4%
Men
53.3%
Women
21.8%

GENERAL FINANCES

We are 100% funded through independent
donations
Total donations (cash): 15111 (+10479)
Total donations (income): 14566 (+3404)
Income per category:
ITS GREAT OUT THERE: 2800
Souter Trust: 2914,42
Beyond Sport awards: 2000 dollar
In percentages:

Total expenses: 18714 (+3284)
Expenses per project:
Lesvos: 8096 (+3531)
Athens: 4729 (-1282)
HSR: 2549 (+863)
General: 3367 (+199)
Expenses per category:
Sports & Equipment
13.5%

Monthly donorsThree peas
5.6%
7.6%
Shower power
7.6%

Rent
10.1%

Volunteer fundraiser
27.3%

Management
17.9%

Marketing & Other
3.1%

Website
29.5%

Housing
22.3%

Facebook
6.5%

Teachers & Coordination
33.1%

Paypal
15.9%

Other forms of support
Team PE International brought a lot of
fieldsports donations
Holm brought donations from Germany
New shoes from HOKA
HOKA supported the Rotterdam marathon

General Fundraising Update
This month we received a couple
of small funds for different
purposes.
The
Souter
Trust
support for the teacher training
in June, the ITS GREAT OUT
THERE
support
for
outdoor
climbing and trail running, the
reimbursement
for
the
ventilation system from Three
Peas and the money from the
Beyond Sport Award for Sohaila
and women sport.

Explanation of Expenses
We changed the teacher house in
Lesvos and paid the rent until the
end of the year. Furthermore the
costs for the field sports are very
high at the moment, because
OHF is not paying half of the rent
anymore. We also had double
teacher support for Ioannina
because we paid for March and
April and we have a third
coordinator
(from
the
community) now which adds 400
euro per month.

COMMUNITY & OUTREACH

Publications

Social media

April 6 initiative from Peace and Sport:

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes: 3.434 (+20)
Total followers: 3.706 (+25)
Total posts: 10 (+5)

Story of Mohadese

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers: 3.860 (+85)
Total posts: 19 (+4)

Story of Zaki
Story of Nasroolah

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes: 703 (+21)
Total followers: 753(+26)
Total posts: 6 (+9)

Story of Mahdi

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers: 1019 (+4)
Total posts: 8 (-10)

Story of Masud

Facebook (HSR Ioannina)
Total likes: 33 (+5)
Total followers: 35 (+5)
Total posts: 5 (-4)
Instagram (HSR Ioannina)
Total followers: 750 (+40)
Total posts: 8 (+1)

Message from the community
Madeleine - volunteer in Lesvos
"Yoga and Sport is an organization that brings
a lot of humanity, social links, care about self
and others in a situation made and thought
for the destruction of these links.
I have rarely seen a community as close-knit
and supportive as YSR. Wherever you come
from, whatever your story is, you will find here
friendship and support."

Mohadese - Yoga teacher in Athens
“For me, sport is an expression of emotions. It
allows me to focus on my mind, on one thing
at a time – keeping me from overthinking. I
set myself goals for poses and I keep on
practicing, fighting until I get there.
Sports has helped me to control my emotions
and feel more confident in society as a woman
as well as to improve and protect myself.
Since I started doing sports 4 years ago I have
achieved more self-knowledge and
awareness."

UPDATE ON POLICY PRIORITIES

Community
Our development coordinator Shane is now fully in the lead
of the support team, a motivated group of people which
helps
our
organization
from
a
distance
with
communications, fundraising, events, networking, etc.! It is
great to finally have this realized and to keep working on
the involvement of the support team in YSR. The support
team now consists of: Lisa, Magdalena, Mareike, Nina, Rick,
Rudolf, Shane, Xavi, Alice, Francesca & Laura.
Alice from the support team is working on the
establishment of the network of gyms throughout Europe
which support the YSR cause and would like to receive our
community members when they move out of Greece.
Skills building
It is now official that we will organize the all teacher
training in June together with CAC. We are already doing
preparatory trainings for our coordination teams to get
them ready to be trainers during the training. The training
will take place the 20-24 of June.

WITH THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS:

Free movement
skateboarding

MVI

MSF

HH4H

KONFRONT

LessTalkAthletics

Spanos

HABIBI

ONE TEAM

VidMob

IPF

Zaporeak

One Happy Family

INTERSOS

CAC

GAME

MWF

Proemaid

ShowerPower

SOF

LKTBF

FENIX

Three Peas

KOIZ

ForRefugees

